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Abstract 

The US Army is responsible for maintaining millions of square feet of met-
al panel roofing on a wide variety of facilities. This type of roofing system 
shares a number of general characteristics with other types, but they use 
certain distinct types of materials that have their own specialized distress 
and degradation mechanisms.  

Dedicated inspection guidance and condition index calculation methods 
are needed to quantify the condition of an installation’s metal panel roof-
ing assets in order to make the best use of Army maintenance and repair 
resources. This manual was developed to serve as a standard reference for 
performing inspections and calculating a flashing condition index (FCI) 
and panel condition index (PCI) for use in facility maintenance manage-
ment activities. This guidance represents a new implementation of the 
widely used ROOFER Sustainment Management System. 

DISCLAIMER: The contents of this report are not to be used for advertising, publication, or promotional purposes. 
Citation of trade names does not constitute an official endorsement or approval of the use of such commercial products. 
All product names and trademarks cited are the property of their respective owners. The findings of this report are not to 
be construed as an official Department of the Army position unless so designated by other authorized documents. 
 
DESTROY THIS REPORT WHEN NO LONGER NEEDED. DO NOT RETURN IT TO THE ORIGINATOR. 
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1 Introduction 
Background 

The US Army Engineer Research and Development Center, Construction 
Engineering Research Laboratory (ERDC-CERL) has developed the 
ROOFER Sustainment Management System (SMS) for low-slope mem-
brane and asphalt shingle roofs. The ROOFER SMS provides installations 
with standardized procedures for performing the inventory, inspection, 
condition assessment, and network and project analyses for managing 
their roof assets and making decisions on repair and replacement re-
quirements. ERDC-CERL also developed Micro ROOFER (Bailey 2003), to 
an automated tool for performing asset management using ROOFER pro-
cedures and collected roof asset data. Recently, ERDC-CERL completed a 
conversion of that tool to a web-based application. 

Using procedures that were developed for bituminous built-up (Shahin, 
Bailey, and Brotherson 1987b), modified bitumen (Bailey 2010), single-ply 
membrane (Bailey et al. 1993), and asphalt shingle roofs (Bailey 1999), 
most of the roofing systems used on Army installations can now be in-
spected and managed using the ROOFER SMS. Metal roofing, the remain-
ing roof type that comprises a significant portion of the Army’s roofing as-
sets, had not been addressed before now. Many ROOFER user requests 
have indicated the need for a procedure to assess metal panel roofs.  

Objective 

The objective of this work was to develop ROOFER inventory, inspection, 
and condition index procedures based on visual inspection of the metal 
panels and flashing components of metal panel roofing systems. This re-
port provides roof inspectors with a standard reference for collecting phys-
ical and historical roofing system data, conducting inspections, and calcu-
lating the flashing condition index (FCI) and panel condition index (PCI) 
for metal panel systems. 

Approach 

The concepts and theory behind the ROOFER condition indexing method-
ology, and the process used to develop and field-validate the distress defi-
nitions and deduct value curves, were documented in Shahin, Bailey, and 
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Brotherson (1987a). The developmental process for metal systems includ-
ed technical contributions by a rating team of experts and field tests at 
several sites (military and nonmilitary). 

Using this manual 

Chapter 2 contains the inventory procedure for metal roofing systems. 
Chapter 3 provides the inspection procedures for metal panel roofing sys-
tems only. The inspection procedures are not applicable to metal shingle 
panel, flat-locked seam panel, or other hybrid systems that are not as 
commonly used today. Distresses for flashings and panels are presented in 
Chapters 4 and 5, respectively. Those two chapters include descriptions of 
distresses, severity levels, defect definitions, photographs, and measure-
ment criteria. Inspectors should study this manual and carry a copy for 
reference during inspections. 

The inspection procedures require technically qualified determinations 
related to distress severity and the need to replace failing panels. There-
fore, the inspection team should include at least one individual having ex-
perience with and technical knowledge of metal panel roofing systems. 

Results of roof inspections are to be used in conjunction with the calcula-
tion procedures provided in Appendix B, “Condition Index Calculation 
Methodology,” to determine the FCIs and PCIs. Deduct value curves used 
in the calculations are presented in Appendix A. Appendix C includes 
blank specimens of both the ROOFER inventory and inspection work-
sheet, and other forms, which may be photocopied for use in the field. 

Mode of technology transfer 

Information about the ROOFER SMS  and support are available at the US 
Army Engineer Research and Development Center online fact sheet navi-
gation page: 

http://sms.cecer.army.mil/SitePages/ROOFER.aspx 

Inquiries about ROOFER may be directed to Chief, Materials and Struc-
tures Branch (CEERD-CF-M), US Army Engineer Research and Develop-
ment Center, Construction Engineering Research Laboratory (ERDC-
CERL), PO Box 9005, Champaign, IL 61826-9005, 217-352-6511. 
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2 Metal Roofing Inventory Procedures 

The roofing inventory is the foundation of ROOFER. It provides the in-
formation needed by engineering personnel to manage their roofing as-
sets. Well maintained inventory data, when combined with inspection data 
(discussed in Chapters 3, 4, and 5), will provide a construction history of 
each roof, identification of problems that require repair, and a perfor-
mance record that can be used to determine repair and replacement strat-
egies. 

This chapter presents the inventory procedures for metal roofing systems. 
Two sets of inventory procedures were previously developed for the 
ROOFER SMS — one for low-slope membrane roofs (Bailey 1990) and an-
other for steep roofs (Bailey 1999). Before development of the procedures 
presented here, metal roofs were inventoried using the procedures for 
steep roofs.  

Metal panel roofing system categorization 

The inspection procedures presented in this report are used to evaluate the 
more common metal panel systems. They do not apply to metal shingle 
panel, flat-locked seam panel, or other hybrid metal roofing systems, 
which are not used in high numbers today on military installations.  

To be able to inspect and assess the condition of metal panel roofing sys-
tems, it was necessary to develop a standardized method for classifying the 
many different systems that are available. There are many ways of catego-
rizing metal panel roofing systems. One common method classifies metal 
roof systems as being either hydrokinetic (water-shedding) or hydrostatic 
(waterproof). Hydrokinetic systems provide watertightness by applying 
slope and gravity. These systems are designed and installed to eliminate 
the potential for ponding and quickly shed water from the roof. With hy-
drostatic systems, the panel seams and other joinery between components 
and at junctures are designed and installed to be able to tolerate minimal 
hydrostatic pressure without leaking. These systems often rely on greater 
seam heights and more extensive use of sealants to prevent water penetra-
tion than do hydrokinetic systems.  
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Metal panel systems may also be categorized as architectural or structural. 
Architectural systems are usually installed over a solid or closely spaced 
substrate. They are typically hydrokinetic systems, and their supporting 
substrates are covered with waterproof underlayments that provide addi-
tional protection. Architectural metal systems are used on steep slopes, so 
they contribute significantly to the visual appearance of the building fa-
çade. Structural metal systems do not require the support of a solid sub-
strate; the panels can span framing members, which for most systems are 
spaced at 5 foot intervals. These systems are most often hydrostatic, and 
can be used on low-slope applications. It should be noted, however, that 
the terminology used in metal panel marketing literature may not be con-
sistent with the descriptions offered here. Some systems marketed as ar-
chitectural may be designed to span purlins, and some systems marketed 
as structural may be specified for fastening onto a structural deck. 

Another basis for categorizing metal panel roofing systems is the method 
used to fasten and secure the panels to the substructure. For a concealed 
fastener system, primary attachment is achieved by using concealed clips 
integrated with the panel seams and fastened to the structure or substrate 
below. With a through-fastener system, the fasteners are placed through 
the panel and fastened to the structural system below, requiring a means 
of making the fastener hole watertight. 

The type of seam used for joining adjacent panels is another characteristic 
that differentiates metal panel roofing systems. For the ROOFER invento-
ry procedure, a simplified method for categorizing seams is most useful. 
Four panel seam types are used: separate cap, integral cap, mechanically 
interlocked, and lap. The first three types are used primarily with con-
cealed fastener systems while the lap seam is typically used on through-
fastener metal panel systems. 

Separate cap 

For separate cap seams, panel joinery is accomplished with a separate cov-
er. Variations of this seam type include a snap cap (Figure 1), batten cover 
(Figure 2 and Figure 3) and capped standing seam (Figure 4). These sys-
tems use concealed clips as their primary method of attachment. 
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Figure 1. Snap-cap seam (source: NRCA) 

 
Figure 2. Traditional batten seam (source: NRCA) 

 
Figure 3. Snap-on batten cap with clip (source: NRCA) 

 
Figure 4. Capped standing seam (source: NRCA) 

Integral cap 

Integral cap seams join panels by using a seam cover integrated into one of 
two adjoining panels. Typically the seam has a “snap-lock” configuration 
(Figure 5). These systems use concealed clips as their primary method of 
attachment. 
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Figure 5. Snap-lock seam (source: NRCA) 

Mechanically interlocked 

Mechanically interlocked seams join panels by mating the legs of two adja-
cent panels and bending or folding. The seaming is typically performed by 
hand or automated equipment. Figure 6 depicts a single-lock seam that 
has a fold of 90 degrees. Figures 7 and 8 depict double-lock seams that 
have 180 degree folds. Mechanically interlocked seam systems use con-
cealed clips as their primary method of attachment. 

 
Figure 6. Mechanically seamed single-lock seam (source: NRCA) 

 
Figure 7. Mechanically seamed double-lock seam (source: NRCA) 

 
Figure 8. Trapezoidal seam (source: NRCA) 
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Lap seam 

Lap seam systems use through fasteners as their primary method of at-
tachment. Panels are joined by simply overlapping adjacent panels and se-
curing them to the substrate with fasteners that penetrate the panels (Fig-
ure 9, Figure 10, and Figure 11). 

 
Figure 9. Raised lap seam (source: NRCA) 

 
Figure 10. R-panel seam 

 

 
Figure 11. Flat lap seam (source: NRCA) 

Roof network identification 

A roof network, as defined within the ROOFER system, consists of all the 
building roofs maintained by an installation or facility manager. A network 
is generally divided into the following manageable components:  

Building 

A building consists of one distinct structure that may include several wings 
or sections, but generally has one building number or designation. Build-
ings connected by covered walks or enclosed passageways should be con-
sidered separately unless they are designated by the same building num-
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ber. Facility complexes with only one building number or designation 
should be given sub-designations for easier identification. 

Roof sections 

Building roofs are managed by units called roof sections for which all re-
pair and replacement decisions can be made. To achieve this, each roof 
section is inspected and evaluated independently of other roof sections. As 
a rule, a building having a single roofing system type that was all installed 
at the same time and measuring less than approximately 10,000 square 
feet should be managed as one section. Roofing on dormers and similar 
projections should be included with the main roof section. For buildings 
with larger roof areas, the roof may be divided into two or more sections. 
For those buildings, the inspector should inspect and rate each section in-
dependently. Using this approach, a roof section in poor condition does 
not detract from the assessment of a roof section on the same building that 
is performing well. Also, it may be possible to replace only those sections 
that have reached the end of their service life while making necessary re-
pairs to the remaining sections. 

Roof sections are assigned letter designations (A, B, C, etc.). For building 
roofs requiring multiple sections, the sections are generally delineated by: 

• different weather exposure (e.g., north side and south side of a gabled 
roof) 

• perimeter details such as firewalls, expansion joints, valleys, hips, or 
ridges 

• different roof slopes or levels 
• areas having different roof covering types, different amounts of rooftop 

equipment, or significantly different conditions below the roof 
• areas that were constructed at different times. 

If a roof is physically divided into many small areas, strong consideration 
should be given to combining these areas with a larger adjacent roof area 
to comprise one roof section. 

Data collection 

The information needed to successfully manage a roof network must be 
stored in a way that makes the data accessible and usable. The data collec-
tion system described in this report allows easy input into the web-based 
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ROOFER application. Once a database is established, a facility manager 
can perform analyses and develop reports that are needed to effectively 
manage large networks of building roofs or individual roof projects.  

The physical and historical information about buildings and roof sections 
are recorded on standardized forms. The information can come from a va-
riety of sources. At installations that have complete building records, most 
of the data can be taken from as-built drawings, record drawings, and 
specifications. Because these drawings and specifications often do not 
show actual conditions, all the data should be verified during the visual 
inspection. 

It is important that the collected information be as complete as possible. 
Missing data will make analysis and planning difficult. Although this 
phase does require some investment of time and effort, it needs to be done 
only once and then updated when a roof system is modified. 

Building identification sheet 

The Building Identification Sheet (Figure 12) provides general information 
that includes building name, number, location, occupancy, and the date of 
original construction of the building. It also lists each roof section and its 
area. A space is also provided on the sheet for placing a building roof plan 
that shows overall dimensions and identifies each roof section. The plan 
should be drawn to a scale that will fully utilize the space available on the 
sheet. For large buildings, a scale of 1 in. = 30 ft or 1 in. = 60 ft will proba-
bly be necessary to show the entire roof. 

Roof section identification worksheet 

The three-page Roof Section Identification Worksheet (Figures 13, 14, and 
15) simplifies the task of collecting the inventory data for a metal roof sec-
tion and ensures uniformity in reporting terminology. Most of the items 
are self-explanatory, and the collection process uses checklists for identify-
ing the various system components. Data can be obtained from specifica-
tions, drawings, and visual inspection. 

The worksheet has a header section and additional sections for seven cate-
gories: 10 – General; 20 - Structural Frame; 30 - Roof Deck; 40 – Under-
layment; 50 – Roof Covering; 60 – Flashings; and 70 – Remarks. Descrip-
tions of the collected inventory data follow: 
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10–General 

Section 11 - Type. Slope configurations for the roofing system. 

Section 12 - Access. The method used to gain access to the roof section. 
Note whether the ladder is inside or outside the building and if it is per-
manently attached to the building. If it is not, a portable ladder may be 
necessary for inspection. If access is from an adjacent roof section, identify 
the section. 

20–Structural Frame 

Section 21 - Type. The structural framing system that supports the roof. 

30–Roof Deck 

Section 31 – Structural Deck. The roof deck construction supporting the 
roof covering.  

Section 32 – Attachment Surface. For roof coverings that are not attached 
directly to the structural deck, the intermediate structure or substrate to 
which attachment is made. 

Section 33 - Slope. The predominant slope of the roof section. Slopes are 
to be recorded in 1/8 inch increments up to a slope of 1 inch per foot. For 
slopes greater than 1 inch per foot, the slopes are to be recorded in ½ inch 
increments. The roof plan will generally indicate the slope (e.g., 4 inches in 
12). If the slope is not noted on the roof plan, the section drawings may in-
dicate the slope. If such information is not available, field measurement 
will be required.  

Section 34 - Drainage. The existing means of removing rainwater from the 
roof section. ROOF EDGE should be selected if the roof water flows over 
the building edge without gutters or scuppers to the ground or to a lower 
roof area. Check the roof section for gutters, downspouts, and interior 
drains. 

40–Underlayment 

Section 41 - Type. Any material course placed beneath the roof covering to 
provide additional protection to the deck, shed water, and provide a sec-
ondary weather protection. 
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50–Roof Covering 

Section 51 - Type. The type of metal panel roofing system. It is necessary to 
categorize standing seam panel systems by the seam type.  

Section 52 – Base Metal. The base metal of the roofing panel and any met-
allurgical coating.  

Section 53 – Panel Finish. The type of polymeric coating added to the ex-
posed surface of the metal panels. 

Section 54 – Panel Attachment. The method used for attachment of the 
metal panels to the substrate.  

60–Flashings 

Section 61 - Type. Measure and record total amount of the various existing 
flashing details (i.e. eave, rake, ridge, hip, valley, headwall transition etc). 
For reference purposes, see the description sections and detail illustrations 
of the various flashing distresses in Chapter 4. Check the Roof Inspection 
Worksheet to ensure that all of the existing flashing, including penetra-
tions, pitch pans, and pipe supports are shown and/or labeled on the roof 
section plan (see Figure 17). 

Section 62 - Accessories. Types of roof accessories on the roof surface. 

 Section 63 - Overlay. Underlying layers of previous roofing systems. 

70–Remarks 

Additional information that will be useful to inspectors or facility manag-
ers.  

Roof section identification sheet 

The inventory data for a roof section can be entered directly into a com-
puterized database using the web-based ROOFER application or compiled 
onto a Roof Section Identification Sheet (Figure 16).  
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Roof inspection worksheet 

Each roof section should have a roof plan drawn to a scale that fits on the 
Roof Inspection Worksheet (Figure 17). The plan should show all physical 
roof features using the standard symbols and acronyms that are depicted 
on Figure 18. Locations of all termination flashings (i.e. eave, rake, ridge 
cap / hip cap) are to be indicated on the roof section plan using leader 
lines and the appropriate acronyms. Note that the total lengths of each of 
the types of termination flashings are to be recorded in section 61 of the 
Roof Section Identification Worksheet. Once completed, a master Roof 
Inspection Worksheet with a roof section plan can be scanned and saved in 
a JPEG digital image format and uploaded to the web-based ROOFER da-
tabase. A copy can then be printed for use when performing future inspec-
tions.  

Calculating roof section area 

The roof section area that is required as part of the condition rating proce-
dure should represent actual exposed surface area, not just the projected 
horizontal area. When measuring in the field, lengths taken in the plane of 
the roof slope should be used when calculating roof area. When dimen-
sions are taken from aerial photographs, horizontal dimensions must be 
converted from the scaled measurements, and any linear dimensions that 
represent sloped surfaces need to be adjusted for length in the plane of the 
slope.  
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Figure 12. Building Identification Worksheet with sample data. 

• 
i'!UI LDI NG I DENTifiCATI ON SHEET I AGENCY I INST . NO.: I I I 

I I I 
DATE : I I I AGENCY I I NST .: 

BUILDING NAME : HCC 

BUILDING NUMBER : 700 
DESIGN CATEGORY CODE: I 
I 

I I I I 

TYPE CONST • : p I 
FACILITY NUMBER : I I I I I I I 

LOCATION : 

USE : I YEAR BUILT: 

ROOF SECTIONS : 

A 1,097 SF F 114 SF K 113 SF p SF 
B 11990 SF G 114 SF L ss SF Q SF 
c 660 SF H 149 SF M SF R SF 
D 640 SF I 126 SF N SF s SF 
E 784 SF J 123 SF 0 SF T SF 

REMARKS : 

WL 

K[ A -
c H In -

J 
B E 

-
-

~F I u 
D N 

BUI LDING ROOF P LAN SCALE: 
-
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Figure 13. Roof Section Identification Worksheet (page 1) with sample data. 

ROOF SECTION IDENTIFICATION WORKSHEET I AGENCY/INST.: 

DATE: -:!w"{ i .t.), ~ I BLDG. NO.: 14., ...,, SECTION ID: A AREA: J 21<$-t"'l/) SF 

OCCUPANCY: I YEAR 
ORIG. CONST.: 

YEAR LAST REPLACED: .., F";; ---
10 GENERAL 

11 TYPE (checX. all): 

'X G1.3::: GAHSRE: SAR..~: - - -H:P S!E::> :uw:os PAt<:::. - - -HANSAit:l :lOl-l:: C7!ER - - -

12 ACCESS (check one) : 

: ~r:::: !lliA.:. ::JD:lE:R ~:-::am.: !.JW:J:::R PE:N:'HOUS:: -
Pern:a:1e::-.t Perma:'le:'lt A:c:::ss:::::: GC!·l A::v. -- - s:::cr:cN (Sec.:::> __ ) 

- :emporar~· ...L 7en:po:::a:::y 
o:H:::R 

2Q ~T_!tq£j,!lRAL FRAME 

21 TYPE (check one) : 

s -:-;-r 
CONCRETE SP:::C:A:. 

::lear::.s, G:..:ders, Co!s 
3ear::.s ::on:e - :.o::g Sp :leek, 3ean:s - -

- r:at s:ab Space F:::ame 
:'rus.ses - --
Sar Jo:.sts ;~:.th 

WCOJ c-:a:::::t -
3e= & co:s. -

'L Sa::: Jo:.sts w:.th La.m:.:1at:ed Sear::.s - ON:-<NC'I\"N rrusses 3ear:.:lo ~~a::s - -
Sar Jo:.sts w:.th Jo:.scs -- Pane:s 

Comb:.nac:.o:: -

30~C>_9! DECK 

31 STRUCTURAL DECK (check one): 

NONCC!-ISOS':':s!.::: CO!·l30S7:s:.::: 

X s-.,..,.-
-

\~OCJ 30A..~S o:H:::R - -
CONC::t:::::::, s-~ 

-~ 

Precast P:Yi\OO:J ON!<NOI\1~ - - -Ca3C-:.!'l-P:ace - woo:: r:s:::;. NONE - -
- GYPSOM, PECi..S: 

CCN:::t:::::::, :t\':" 0 -
PECAS: 

c:::!-~:::tc F:s:::R 
s~:.:b-:ees -

- c::.pped 
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Figure 14. Roof Section Identification Worksheet (page 2) with sample data. 
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Figure 15. Roof Section Identification Worksheet (page 3) with sample data. 
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Figure 16. Roof Section Identification Sheet with sample data. 

I ROOF SECTION IDENTIFICATION I AGENCY I INST . : I 
DATE: J .Y..t~/ -z:. o 1 <... I BLDG NO: <o c 5"" !sECTION ro: A I AREA: 12~ 400 SF 

occUPANc Y: 0 Frtc.r;:- YEAR ORIG. CONST.: YEAR LAST REPLACED: ?_Oo7 

10 GENERAL 

1: TYP::: : GRf,L~ 
12 Acc::ss : E XIE-f~-301\t- L 1>1 DO£ R., · \ 6 ""' Pc:, R '-' R. Y 

20 STRUCTURAL FRAHE 

121 TYP:!: : BAR :JOI.,T' WIIH f3C:A~I ~6 t.v A U .. S I 
130 ROOF DECK I 

31 ST:R.IJCI03AL iECK: 5 'j f;' t L.. 
.,~ 

~L. A::'T.ACHlENT SIJRF.AC~ : 33 SLOP:::: 3~ D:tA:N.AG::: : 

t26G f EV&E 
fv\c(A L r<A(?.,L<NS (.. :N 12 G\AfTEI!.s 4 

""Oo~J.J,._,>V>ou. IS 

140 UNDERLAYMENT I 
~: TYP3: : U. f.J \::. 6 VI f-.) 

50 ROOF COVERING 

5: tYP:::: Me-f4t.... Y'f1~-J£ 1._ s 1AN0 I rJ& SGf>M · MC,.:::~. 1" MTeR.LcxktD · ..JI~\-e 
52 3AS::: 1-ETAL : C:./tvC- C.oJ~T"'GD sTcCL . GAL-llArVI'L~D 
53 PAN::L F:N:SH: Fr-tc-roR.y f\?PUED SMOoT<+ 
5'9 PAN::L .iUTACHl•ENT : {;oiJcC 1'\ L£, D G\..lP.S 
60 FLASHINGS 

6.1 tYPES : 4oo1 Eltv£ 62 .Acc:::sscR::::s : 63 OVERL..q 'l : Y I N/"UNKNOWN 

J<.A' f?.. F\ f::...E cl?G G ~ OF LAY:::RS --
z.oo' ~~~& f cA.? -

70 REMARKS: 

R \ DGE: V6N<fS 
.J:J..J f£G ~ ATSD £/<YLtolf/ fA AJc_> 
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Figure 17. Roof Inspection Worksheet with roof section plan. 

ROOF INSPECTION WORKSHEET 
I AGENCY/ INSTALLATION: 

BUILDING 625 
~5RED PERIMETER S24' DltTE CURB FLl'5RINGS 48' SECTION A 
TRRU PANEL Fl'5TENERS NAME 

536 

Flash Fas~ener (FF) Headw-all Tran (Hr ) Sec-Wide De~ ( S"W) 

Flash Surf Dee (FD) Sidew-all Iran (ST ) Loc Surf Oee ( SO) Mech Ine Seam (~!S) 

Panel Closure (PC) Roof 'to Wall (RiO ) Panel Faseen ( PF) In't Cap Seam (IC) 
Vl >- >-

Eav e Fl (E A) In't Gu't'ters (lG) Damage Panel ( DP) Sep Cap Seam (SC) Vl E- E-
Rake Edge Fl (RE) Flex Boo't (FB I Displ Panel ( OL) Lap Seam (LS) ~ 

E-
~ a: '-' 

Ridge Hip (CP Flanged 1-ieeal (Il-l) Panel Paech ( PA) Tran Panel Lap (PL) .. 5 ~ Vl < 
Valley Fl (VF) Anc illary Fl (AF) Debris & Veg ( DV) Skyligh't Panel (SP) Q - "' ~ = 

Flas h Paech (FR) Equ Suppon ( EQ) - 0 Vl a 

RE -62' Count of 2 panel fasteners at 
eave for each panel run for a 

f---31' 
I 31' ----j 

total of S36 panel fasteners 

) 

I 

[]f:l I []f:l 2' 
I 4' 
I 

[]f:l B []f:l 
I 

I 
~ I ~ 

I 
[]f:l ; []f:l 

B4· 
12· 

I 
\ EA-200' 

200' []f:l I []f:l ' 
I 
I 

B 
[]f:l 

I []f:l 

:~ 
CA-200'"" 

0 I "'---. CP- 200' 
I 

[]f:l 6 []f:l 

I 

I 
[]f:l I []f:l 

0 I 
I NORTR 

~RE- 62' 
SCALE: 
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Figure 18. Standard symbols for roof section plan. 

H HATCH 

0 E EQUIPMENT 
p PENTHOUSE 
SP SKYLIGHT PANEL 
PV PHOTOVOLTAIC PANEL 
v VENTILATOR 

~ or A ANTENNA 

0 VENT PIPE 

• DRAIN OR DOWNSPOUT 

~ LADDER 

::f: s SCUPPER 

~ or tJ CHIMNEY OR FLUE 

jg) PITCH PAN 

0 FLASHED PIPE 

.L LIGHTNING PROTECTION 

ROOF EDGE 

PARAPET WALL OR ADJACENT BUILDING 

EXPANSION JO INT OR ROOF DIVIDER 

EA EAVE 

RE RAKE EDGE 

CP RIDGE CAP/ HIP CAP 

VF VALLEY 

HT HEADWALL TRANSITION 

ST SIDEWALL TRANSITION 

RW CONTINUOUS ROOF TO WALL 

IG BUILT-IN GUTIER 
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Figure 19. Roof Inspection Worksheet with inspection data. 

ROOF INSPECTION WORKSHEET 
I ;.£::1';cy; INSTl-.LLATI ot~ : 

BUILJIKG 625 
Fll>..S tiE J PE..>U!.£TER 520' 

JAIE: ~~qS CUaB FL).SHINGS .og• 
SECT IOK !\ 1\;..,!£ 

THRU P::JiEL n.STE.l;ERS l-:;;:"'-< ! 0 I ~ 536 

!la:h !aster:er !== : F.ead".oall Iran (f·:I : Sec-'Nide Oet (Stl) 
!la:h s~r= Jet i!J) Sidewall Iran (SI ) Loc S~rf Oet ( S::J ) Mech Ir.t Se.;ur; ms; 
?a.r.el ::aosure , :;>C) Roof to 'Hall (~ ) ?anel !asten ( ?!) Ir.t Cap Seal!. (!C) ;:... >-Ea·.-e !1 !EA) :r.t Gutters (!G ) 0 al!.aqe -;> ar.e 1 ( C:? I Sep Cap Seal!. (SC) 

. . 
Rake Edqe !1 IRE) :'lex Boot (~ : Jispl :i)ar~el ( C:Ll Lap Sea.Ir. (LS) ~ 

- -
~ 

RJ.dqe f'J.p rc:;: !lar.qed Her.al ( ~! ; ?ar:el ? a tch ( :;:;,: Iran ?anel Lap (?Li ""' ·.· ;.:.: ::;: 

~ 
"'- < '.'alley ! 1 I 'J'!'' l'.r.cl.llar~· !1 (1'..::: Je.brl.s ' ·"re;<mn Skyli;ht :;>ar:el (S?i =: - ·.· :::l 

:Fla.!!.t. ?atch c:R: Equ St:pport \ EO: - c c 0 

I €/I li :3 1-RE -62 ' Count cf 2 j:a nel fa~teners at 
ea~e for each panel ru n for a z. ~~~ 1-f 1- "l. 

f--31 ' 
total of 536 panel fasteners 

3 4 I / 31' ---1_..-.iy £4 /-I IO 

-----
... 
~tO 4 L? fl 2. 20 

@/ ~ sf L I II Z 
m:J m:J~ 

1---~ ':>{''~' 
(p PN! 1-f 2 4-a· 

7 Gf (1 "2. 10 

m:J B m:J s MS "' ( 35" 

®............-~ /® a M5 '-' I ID 
~ ~ Olff M I ~ 

II r>P L I 44 
m:J uo v--·1) /2. MS 11 I z.o 

Qa· @/ 
1' 

2~0' m:J m:J I\EA·2~o· 
~@ 

y@ 

B ';'~®:> ®__...... -
m:J m:J 

~ E.~·~C~' 0 
-.._ CP • 200' '\ m:J 6 m:J "\ 

m:J m:J 
y-® 

0 

_._ ~<ORTH 

~RE -62' >-
SCri.IE: 
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3 Metal Roofing Inspection Procedures 

The inspection procedures presented in this chapter are based on the same 
concepts and theories used previously in developing the ROOFER inspec-
tion procedures for other roofing systems (Shahin, Bailey, and Brotherson 
1987a, 1987b; Bailey et al. 1993). As with those systems, the roof covering 
component (metal panels) and flashing system component are assessed 
separately based on data collected during a visual distress survey.  

For each roof section, a Panel Condition Index (PCI) and a Flashing Condi-
tion Index (FCI) are determined using the survey data and the calculation 
methodology described in Appendix B. The PCI and FCI are numerical 
values that range from 0 – 100, where 100 means excellent. For both the 
panel and the flashing, the index represents the roofing component’s (1) 
ability to perform its functions, (2) needed level of maintenance and, (3) 
waterproof integrity.  

The distress survey consists of identifying problems and characterizing 
them by distress type, severity level (high, medium, low), defect type, and 
quantity. Definitions and measurement techniques for the flashing dis-
tresses are presented in Chapter 4 and for the panel distresses in Chapter 
5. A thorough visual inspection must be conducted in strict accordance 
with these two chapters, using the procedures defined below to ensure that 
meaningful and valid condition assessment is achieved. The inspection 
must be carefully organized and planned. 

This chapter presents inspection procedures to be used in conducting the 
visual distress survey for metal panel roofing systems. 

Inspection team 

A team of at least two people—an inspector and a recorder—should per-
form the roof inspection. The inspection procedures require technically 
qualified determinations related to distress severity and the need to re-
place failing panels. Therefore, the inspection team should include at least 
one member having experience with and technical knowledge of metal 
panel roofing systems. The inspector surveys the roof, identifying distress-
es and determining severity levels, specific defects, and quantities. The re-
corder logs the data on the worksheet and assists in measuring distress 
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quantities when required. The recorder must also serve as the safety ob-
server for the team. 

Supplies 

The following supplies are required to perform the inspection and can be 
carried in a satchel when on the rooftop: 

• inspection and distress manual (this document) 
• pencil and clipboard 
• copies of the Roof Inspection Worksheet (photocopy from Appendix C) 
• small hacksaw blade (for probing) 
• lumber crayon or wax pencil 
• measuring tapes (12 ft and 100 ft recommended) 
• large plastic bag (for collecting rooftop debris) 
• binoculars 
• slope meter. 

General inspection guidelines 

The following is a list of general guidelines for the roof inspection: 

• Walk the outside of the building and look for water stains, efflo-
rescence, missing mortar, spalling brick, and gutter and downspout 
problems. Note any findings in the Remarks Section on the reverse side 
of the Roof Inspection Worksheet. 

• Ask facility manager or building occupants if there are any known wa-
ter leakage problems.  

• Walk the interior of the building and examine the ceiling for water 
marks or other evidence of problems. Note rusting or other signs of wa-
ter penetration in the Remarks Section. Occupants can often provide 
valuable information. 

• If accessible, inspect attic space to verify type of deck and identify 
problems. 

• When on the rooftop, be careful not to damage the roof. Do not step on 
unsupported flashings or seams. 

• If snow, frost, or visible moisture is present on the roof, postpone the 
inspection until the roof is clear and dry. 

• Wherever possible, measure lengths and areas to determine distress 
quantities. Using estimates in place of measurements compromises the 
rating accuracy. Pacing to find lengths, measuring number of panels 
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and counting the quantity of fasteners per panel, or other numerical es-
timating techniques are preferable to “eyeball” estimates. 

• If more than one distress severity level is found in a localized area, 
count the entire area at the highest severity level present. 

• Note in the Remarks Section any other problems that are not included 
in the lists of flashing and panel distresses.  

• Once a panel has been determined to have a defect that by its definition 
requires panel replacement (e.g., Localized Surface Deterioration high 
severity defect #2, SD-H-2), do not count other distresses on that same 
panel. 

Survey preparation 

It may be necessary for the survey team to contact the building superin-
tendent or custodian for assistance in gaining access to the roof. When ac-
cessing the roof, the inspectors should assess safety conditions and deter-
mine if they can walk on the roof surface safely. If the roof cannot be 
walked safely (e.g., slopes rising more than 5 inches in 12 inches), alterna-
tive inspection methods should be used, such as use of a lift or chicken 
ladders. The inspectors should always be aware of and abide by all safety 
requirements of governing authorities. 

Roof section plan validation 

Before beginning the inspection, the existing roof section plan on the Roof 
Inspection Worksheet should be checked for completeness and accuracy. 
Any missing, extraneous, or inaccurate depictions of physical roof features 
should be revised before proceeding with the survey (see Chapter 2). All 
section area and roof feature dimensions should be checked for accuracy 
as deemed necessary. If a roof section plan has not been drawn on the 
worksheet at the time of the inspection, it should be developed following 
the guidelines described Chapter 2.  

Determining total length of flashed perimeter and curb flashings 

The calculations used in the roof condition rating procedures require a to-
tal quantity of flashed perimeter length and curb flashing lengths for the 
section being evaluated. For a typical roof section, the flashed perimeter 
length is the total perimeter length of the roof section. Curb flashings are 
the flashed terminations around platforms that support raised rooftop 
equipment and features such as access hatches. The team should measure 
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and establish these two quantities before starting the distress survey. Both 
quantities should be entered in the appropriate fields in the header section 
of the Roof Inspection Worksheet (see Figure 19). If values were entered 
on the sheet before the inspection, the team should verify for accuracy. 

Determining total number of through-panel fasteners 

For this inspection procedure, through-panel fasteners are defined as fas-
teners that penetrate any part of a metal panel. These fasteners can be 
screws that may have gaskets and/or washers, or various types of rivets 
and nails. Fasteners that do not penetrate any part of a system panel (such 
as those that have their head or washer in contact with the flashing metal) 
are considered flashing fasteners, and are not included in this count.  

The inspection team should count and record the total number of exposed 
through panel fasteners on the roof section. The precision of this count is 
not critical for the assessment process; a 10% error is acceptable. Counting 
number of fasteners per panel or per area and extrapolating for the entire 
roof section will suffice. The total quantity of through-panel fasteners 
should be entered in the appropriate field in the header section of the Roof 
Inspection Worksheet (see Figure 18). If a value was entered on the sheet 
before the inspection, the team should verify it for accuracy. 

Distress survey 

Inspectors must be able to identify the various distresses and defects accu-
rately and follow the inspection procedure closely to obtain meaningful, 
consistent, and repeatable results. When performing the inspection, iden-
tify each distress as it is encountered. Using the criteria defined in Chap-
ters 4 and 5, determine its severity level and the specific defect that best 
defines the problem. Measure the quantity of the defect. A description of 
the valley flashing distresses and specific defects is shown in Figure 18.  

For each encountered distress, enter the two-letter distress abbreviation, 
the letter representing the severity level (L – low, M – medium, H - high), 
the specific defect number, and the quantity information in the columns 
on the right side of the Roof Inspection Worksheet. Each individual dis-
tress entry is assigned an identification number, starting with 1 (ID # in 
column 1) and numbering consecutively. Record the location of each dis-
tress on the roof plan using the identification number, as shown in Figure 
16. If, during the inspection, the worksheet becomes filled, continue re-
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cording on a second worksheet. Appendix B contains an abbreviated list of 
identifiers for all the distress/severity level/defect combinations. The list is 
designed to help inspectors rapidly identify and record defects. A copy of 
the list can be attached to the bottom of a long [8 x 14 in.] clipboard so it is 
visible below Roof Inspection Worksheet. 

Perform the distress survey of each roof section using the following steps: 

1. Inspect the perimeter. Establish a starting point at one corner of the 
roof section. Walk the perimeter, examining all eave, rake, and other 
termination flashings. Fill in the worksheet as the inspection proceeds. 

2. After inspecting the perimeter, walk the roof area, using an established 
pattern, inspecting all other flashings. This includes ridges, hips, val-
leys, transitions, flanged metal, curb, and penetration flashings. Estab-
lish a starting point at one corner of the roof section. Covering 10- to 
15-ft wide strips, walk back and forth across the roof section surveying 
the entire area.  

3. When specific defects occur uniformly on a large area, the following 
representative sampling technique can be used. Select a portion of the 
roof (e.g., number of panels, 1000 sq ft of panels, or 20 lineal ft of 
flashing) and measure the distress in the sample area. Then, by extrap-
olation, estimate the quantity of that distress for the total portion of the 
panels or flashing affected. Record the distress information as a single 
entry with one identification number on the Roof Inspection Work-
sheet. The boundaries of the overall area or length, which is represent-
ed by the sampling, should be shown on the roof section plan. 

Determining the FCI and PCI 

The FCI and PCI of a roof section are determined from the information 
recorded on the Roof Inspection Worksheet. The condition indexes can be 
calculated by entering the distress information into the web-based 
ROOFER application. The indexes can also be determined manually using 
the methodology described in Appendix B. 
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4 Flashing Distresses 
Flashing Fastener (FF) 

Description 

This distress pertains to all flashing securement fasteners that do not pen-
etrate the roof panel. Fasteners can be screws that may have gaskets 
and/or washers, or various types of rivets and nails. 

Note: Flashing fasteners that penetrate the roof panel are considered 
panel fastener distresses. 

Note: Flashing fasteners that do not penetrate the roof panel but pene-
trate the valley flashing are considered valley flashing distresses. 

Severity levels 

Medium 

1. Fastener has no flexible gasket (where one was originally installed) or 
has a flexible gasket that is deteriorating but appears to be watertight; 
or fastener is corroded, improperly seated, or has a sealant repair but 
appears to be watertight. 

High 

1. Fastener or flexible gasket (where one was originally installed) is loose, 
deteriorated or missing and is allowing water to penetrate the roofing 
system; or fastener has an enlarged hole that is allowing water to pene-
trate the roofing system. 

Measurement  

Count the total number of defective fasteners.  
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Density 

 Problem Density 100A
B

= ×   

A = Number of defective fasteners. 
B = Total length of roof section perimeter and metal curb flashings (ft). 

Note: The problem density is calculated for each observed severity level.  

FF reference photographs 

  

FF-H-1: Fastener or flexible gasket (where one was origi-
nally installed) is loose, deteriorated or missing and is 
allowing water to penetrate the roofing system; or fas-
tener has an enlarged hole that is allowing water to pen-
etrate the roofing system. 

FF-H-1: Fastener or flexible gasket (where one was origi-
nally installed) is loose, deteriorated or missing and is 
allowing water to penetrate the roofing system; or fas-
tener has an enlarged hole that is allowing water to pen-
etrate the roofing system. 
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Localized Flashing Surface Deterioration (FD) 

Description 

Degradation of finish on the flashing, such as colored paint, clear coat, an-
odized finish; degradation of the field-applied coating; or metal corrosion, 
and only as it differs from remainder of roof.  

Note: If SD-M-2 is determined for the roof section, then this defect does 
not apply separately; it is captured in the defect for the panel. 

Severity levels 

Medium 

1. Flashing has localized loss of applied finish, or localized metal corro-
sion. 

Measurement 

Measure the lineal feet of defective flashing. 

Density 

 Problem Density 100A
B

= ×   

A = Length of defective flashing (ft). 
B = Total length of roof section perimeter and metal curb flashings (ft). 

Note: The problem density is calculated for each identified severity level.  
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FD reference photograph 

 

 FD-M-1: Flashing has localized loss of applied finish or 
localized metal corrosion. 

. 
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Panel Closure (PC) 

Description 

Pre-formed nonmetallic insert or metal panel closure (Z-clip or boxed end 
closure) that seals the openings in the panel profile. Panel closures are 
found on ridges, hips, eaves, walls—wherever panels terminate. 

     

     
Panel closure details (source: NRCA). 
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Severity levels 

Medium 

1. Panel closure is misaligned but appears to be watertight. 
2. Pre-manufactured seam cap does not fit properly. 

High 

1. Non-metal panel closure is deformed, misaligned, damaged, or miss-
ing; allowing water to penetrate the roofing system. 

2. Metal panel closure is deformed, misaligned, or missing; allowing wa-
ter to penetrate the system. 

Measurement 

Measure the lineal feet of defective panel closures. Count individual defec-
tive panel closures as a minimum of 1 foot.  

Density 

 Problem Density 100A
B

= ×   

A = Length of defective closures (ft). 
B = Total length of roof section perimeter and metal curb flashings (ft). 

Note: The problem density is calculated for each observed severity level.  
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PC reference photographs 

  

PC-M-1: Panel closure is misaligned but appears to be 
watertight. 

PC-M-2: Pre-manufactured seam cap does not fit proper-
ly. 

  

PC-H-1: Non-metal panel closure is deformed, misa-
ligned, damaged or missing; allowing water to penetrate 
the roofing system. 

PC-H-1: Non-metal panel closure is deformed, misa-
ligned, damaged or missing; allowing water to penetrate 
the roofing system. 

 

 PC-H-2: Metal panel closure is deformed, misaligned, or 
missing; allowing water to penetrate the system. 

. 
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Eave Flashing (EA) 

Description 

Eave flashing is the metal flashing at the draining edge of a roof. 

     

     
Eave flashing details (source: NRCA). 
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Severity levels 

Medium 

1. Eave flashing is displaced but appears to be watertight. 

High 

1. Eave flashing has holes. 
2. Non-cleated eave flashing is displaced and allowing water to penetrate 

the system. 
3. Cleated eave flashing is displaced or disengaged. 
4. Eave flashing has open joints or butt joints. 
5. Eave flashing is missing. 

Measurement  

For H-1, H-2, H-3, H-4, and H-5 defects, measure the lineal feet of defec-
tive flashing. Individual defects shall be counted as a minimum of 1 foot. If 
the distance between defects is less than 1 foot, include the length between 
defects. 

For M-1 defect, count the entire length of each defective flashing piece 
(typically 10 feet). 

Density 

 Problem Density 100A
B

= ×   

A = Length of eave flashing defects (ft). 
B = Total length of roof section perimeter and metal curb flashings (ft). 

Note: The problem density is calculated for each observed severity level.  
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EA reference photograph 

 

 EA-H-3: Cleated eave flashing is displaced or disen-
gaged. 

. 
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Rake Edge Flashing (RE) 

Description 

Rake edge metal flashing is installed along the inclined edge of a sloped 
roof. It can be similar to eave flashing, providing protection for underlying 
building surfaces, and allows water to drip away from vertical surfaces. In 
addition, some panel profiles have a raised rake cap.  

     

     
Rake edge flashing details (source: NRCA). 
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Severity levels 

Medium 

1. Rake flashing is loose or displaced but appears to be watertight and 
does not compromise panel securement. 

High 

1. Rake flashing has holes. 
2. Rake flashing is loose, displaced, or missing; allowing water to pene-

trate the roofing system and/or compromising panel securement. 
3. Rake flashing is installed so that water is running against lap.  
4. Rake flashing has open joints or butt joints. 

Measurement 

For H-1 and H-4 defect, measure the lineal feet of defective flashing. Indi-
vidual defects shall be counted as a minimum of 1 foot. If the distance be-
tween defects is less than 1 foot, include the length between defects. 

For M-1, H-2, and H-3 defects; count the entire length of each defective 
flashing piece (typically 10 feet).  

Density 

 Problem Density 100A
B

= ×   

A = Length of rake edge flashing defects (ft). 
B = Total length of roof section perimeter and metal curb flashings (ft). 

Note: The problem density is calculated for each observed severity level.  
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RE reference photographs 

  

RE-H-1: Rake flashing has holes. RE-H-2: Rake flashing is loose, displaced, or missing, al-
lowing water to penetrate the roofing system and/or 
compromising panel securement. 

  

RE-H-2: Rake flashing is loose, displaced or missing, al-
lowing water to penetrate the roofing system and/or 
compromising panel securement. 

RE-H-4: Rake flashing has open joint or butt joints. 

 

  

Rake flashing is missing 
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Ridge Cap, Hip Cap (CP) 

Description 

Ridge caps and hip caps provide roofing protection at the terminations of 
adjoining, sloping roof planes. The ridge cap protects the uppermost, hori-
zontal external angle; the hip cap covers the inclined external angle 
formed by the intersection of two sloping roof planes. Venting and non-
venting applications determine the fastening and sealing requirements.  

     

     
Ridge cap and hip cap flashing details (source: NRCA) (cont’d). 
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Ridge cap and hip cap flashing details (source: NRCA) (concluded). 

Severity levels 

Medium 

1. Ridge or hip cap flashing is disengaged but appears to be watertight. 

High 

1. Ridge or hip cap flashing has holes that require localized repair. 
2. Ridge or hip cap flashing is deformed or disengaged and allowing water 

to penetrate the roofing system; or evidence of ponding at a lap or 
seam. 

3. Ridge or hip cap flashing is missing. 
4. Hip cap flashing has joints that are bucking water. 
5. Ridge or hip cap flashing has open joints or butt joints. 

Measurement  

For H-1 and H-5 defects, measure the lineal feet of defective flashing. In-
dividual defects shall be counted as a minimum of 1 foot. If the distance 
between defects is less than 1 foot, include the length between defects. 

For M-1, H-2, H-3, and H-4 defects; count the entire length of each defec-
tive flashing piece (typically 10 feet). 
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Density 

 Problem Density 100A
B

= ×   

A = Length of ridge or hip cap flashing defects (ft). 
B = Total length of roof section perimeter and metal curb flashings (ft). 

Note: The problem density is calculated for each observed severity level.  

CP reference photographs 

  

CP-M-1: Ridge or hip cap flashing is disengaged but ap-
pears to be watertight. 

CP-H-2: Ridge or hip cap flashing is deformed or disen-
gaged and allowing water to penetrate the roofing sys-
tem; or evidence of ponding at a lap. 

  

CP-H-3: Ridge or hip cap flashing is missing. CP-H-5: Ridge or hip cap flashing has open joint or butt 
joints. 
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Valley Flashing (VF) 

Description 

Valley flashing is flashing where the intersection of two sloping roof planes 
forms a “V”. Fasteners that penetrate the valley flashing but do not pene-
trate the roof panel shall be considered as valley flashing defects and not 
flashing fastener defects. Patches in the valley flashings shall be consid-
ered as valley flashing defects and not flashing patch defects. 

Note: If fasteners penetrate the roof panel, the distress is considered a 
panel fastener distress. 

     
Valley flashing details (source: NRCA). 

Severity levels 

Low 

1. Valley flashing fastener is located in the valley but appears to be water-
tight. 

2. Valley flashing patch appears to be watertight 

Medium 

1. Valley flashing fastener has no flexible gasket or has a flexible gasket 
that is deteriorating but appears to be watertight; or fastener is corrod-
ed, improperly seated, or has a temporary repair but appears to be wa-
tertight. 
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High 

1. Valley flashing fastener or flexible gasket is loose, deteriorated, or 
missing and is allowing water to penetrate the roofing system; or fas-
tener has an enlarged hole that is allowing water to penetrate the roof-
ing system. 

2. Valley flashing has holes. 
3. Valley flashing has open joints or butt joint, or joints that are bucking 

water. 
4. Panel end that terminates in valley has become disengaged. 
5. Valley flashing patch is allowing water to penetrate the roofing system 

or is inappropriate. 
6. Valley flashing is missing. 

Measurement  

For L-2, H-2, H-3, H-4, H-5, and H-6 defects, measure the lineal feet of 
defective flashing. Individual defects shall be counted as a minimum of 1 
foot. If the distance between defects is less than 1 foot, include the length 
between defects. 

For L-1, M-1, and H-1 defects; count the total number of defective fasten-
ers. 

Density 

 Problem Density 100A
B

= ×   

A = Length of valley flashing defects (ft). 
B = Total length of roof section perimeter and metal curb flashings (ft). 

Note: The problem density is calculated for each observed severity level.  
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VF reference photographs 

  

VF-L-1: Valley flashing fastener is located in the valley but 
appears to be watertight. 

VF-L-1: Valley flashing fastener is located in the valley but 
appears to be watertight. 

 

  

VF-H-3: Valley flashing has open joints or butt joint, or 
joints that are bucking water. 

VF-H-3: Valley flashing has open joints or butt joint, or 
joints that are bucking water. 
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Headwall Transition Flashing (HT) 

Description 

Flashing for a roof section that transitions to a headwall. This flashing re-
quires roof-to-wall flashing, positively attached to the roofing system. A 
similar flashing detail is used to transition from a metal roof plane to an-
other metal roof plane on the upslope side that is at a steeper slope.  

     
Headwall transition flashing details (source: NRCA). 

Severity levels 

Medium 

1. Transition flashing is disengaged or loose but appears to be watertight. 

High 

1. Transition flashing has holes. 
2. Transition flashing is disengaged or loose and is allowing water to pen-

etrate the roofing system. 
3. Transition flashing is missing or deformed and is allowing water to 

penetrate the roofing system. 
4. Transition flashing has open joints or butt joints, or joints that are 

bucking water. 
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Measurement 

For H-1 and H-4 defects, measure the lineal feet of defective flashing. In-
dividual defects shall be counted as a minimum of 1 foot. If the distance 
between defects is less than 1 foot, include the length between defects. 

For M-1, H-2, and H-3 defects, count the entire length of each defective 
flashing piece (typically 10 feet). 

Density 

 Problem Density 100A
B

= ×   

A = Length of roof to headwall transition flashing defects (ft). 
B = Total length of roof section perimeter and metal curb flashings (ft). 

Note: The problem density is calculated for each observed severity level.  
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Sidewall Transition Flashing (ST) 

Description 

A roof panel that transitions to a sidewall and requires a roof-to-wall flash-
ing.  

     

 
Sidewall transition flashing details (source: NRCA). 

Severity levels 

Medium 

1. Transition flashing is disengaged or loose but appears to be watertight.  
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High 

1. Transition flashing has holes. 
2. Transition flashing is disengaged or loose and is allowing water to pen-

etrate the roofing system. 
3. Transition flashing has open joints or butt joints, or joints that are 

bucking water.  
4. Transition flashing is missing or deformed and is allowing water to 

penetrate the roofing system. 

Measurement  

For H-1, and H-3 defects, measure the lineal feet of defective flashing. In-
dividual defects shall be counted as a minimum of 1 foot. If the distance 
between defects is less than 1 foot, include the length between defects. 

For M-1, H-2 and H-4 defects; count the entire length of each defective 
flashing piece (typically 10 feet). 

Density 

 Problem Density 100A
B

= ×   

A = Length of roof to sidewall transition flashing defects (ft). 
B = Total length of roof section perimeter and metal curb flashings (ft). 

Note: The problem density is calculated for each observed severity level.  
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ST reference photographs 

  

ST-H-2: Transition flashing is disengaged or loose and is 
allowing water to penetrate the roofing system. 

ST-H-3: Transition flashing has open joints or butt joints, 
or joints that are bucking water. 
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Continuous Roof-to-Wall Panel Transition Flashing (RW) 

Description 

All panel profiles that transition from one roof slope to a greater roof slope 
where the panels are continuous.  

 
Continuous roof-to-wall panel transition flashing details (source: NRCA). 

Severity levels 

Low 

1. Continuous roof-to-wall panel transition flashings are rated low severi-
ty as a minimum due to the maintenance problems associated with 
them. 

High 

1. Transition flashing has loose, deformed, or missing seam cover.  

Measurement 

For L-1 defect, measure the lineal feet of defective flashing. Individual de-
fects shall be counted as a minimum of 1 foot. If the distance between de-
fects is less than 1 foot, include the length between defects. 

For H-1 defect, count each defective seam covers as one each. 
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Density 

 Problem Density 100A
B

= ×  

A = Length of continuous roof-to-wall panel transition flashing defects (ft). 
B = Total length of roof section perimeter and metal curb flashings (ft). 

Note: The problem density is calculated for each observed severity level.  
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Built-in Gutters (IG) 

Description 

Built-in gutter is a gutter that is flashed at its entire perimeter. 

Severity levels 

Low 

1. Interior gutter is lined with elastomeric membrane or coating and ap-
pears to be watertight. 

Medium 

1. Interior gutter is not lined with elastomeric membrane or coating and 
appears to be watertight. 

High 

1. Interior gutter is not lined with elastomeric membrane or coating and 
has holes, splits or open joints. 

2. Interior gutter having elastomeric membrane or coating has holes 
splits or open joints. 

3. Interior gutter or drain is clogged. 

Measurement  

Measure the lineal feet of defective flashing. Individual defects shall be 
counted as a minimum of 1 foot. If the distance between defects is less 
than 1 foot, include the length between defects. 

Density 

 Problem Density 100A
B

= ×   

A = Length of interior gutter defects (ft). 
B = Total length of roof section perimeter and metal curb flashings (ft). 

Note: The problem density is calculated for each observed severity level.  
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IG reference photographs 

  

IG-L-1: Interior gutter is lined with elastomeric membrane 
or coating and appears to be watertight. 

IG-M-1: Interior gutter is not lined with elastomeric 
membrane or coating and appears to be watertight. 

  

IG-H-1: Interior gutter is not lined with elastomeric mem-
brane or coating and has holes, splits or open joints. 

IG-H-3: Interior gutter or drain is clogged. 
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Flexible Boot Flashings (FB) 

Description 

A flexible boot flashing is a flashing that extends from the panel surface up 
the penetration where it seals around the penetration. Typically these 
flashings are mechanically fastened to the panel surface. The top is typical-
ly a friction fit seal which is then made into a compression seal using a 
draw band. 

Note: Penetration that blocks drainage should be addressed in the 
flanged metal and raised curb flashing distress (FM H-1). 

     
Flexible boot flashing details (source: NRCA). 

Severity levels 

Low 

1. Flexible boot flashings are rated low-severity as a minimum due to the 
maintenance problems associated with them. 

Medium 

1. Flexible boot flashing has loose, missing, corroded or misaligned 
drawband. 
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High 

1. Flexible boot is missing or has holes; or flexible boot flashing interferes 
with a panel seam and is allowing water to penetrate the system. 

2. Flexible boot flashing has deformed securement ring, allowing water to 
penetrate the roofing system. 

3. Flexible boot flashing has failed or missing sealant around the 
drawband, allowing water to penetrate the roofing system. 

Measurement  

Count each flexible boot flashing as 1 ft at the highest observed severity 
level. 

Density 

 Problem Density 100A
B

= ×   

A = Length of flexible boot flashing defects (ft). 
B = Total length of roof section perimeter and metal curb flashings (ft). 

Note: The problem density is calculated for each observed severity level.  
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FB reference photographs 

  

FB-L-1: Flexible boot flashings are rated low-severity as a 
minimum due to inherent maintenance problems. 

FB-M-1: Flexible boot flashing has loose, missing, cor-
roded or misaligned draw band. 

  

FB-H-1: Flexible boot is missing or has holes; or flexible 
boot flashing interferes with a panel seam and is allow-
ing water to penetrate the system. 

FB-H-1: Flexible boot is missing or has holes; or flexible 
boot flashing interferes with a panel seam and is allow-
ing water to penetrate the system. 

 

 FB-H-2: Flexible boot flashing has deformed securement 
ring, allowing water to penetrate the roofing system. 

. 
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Flanged Metal and Raised Curb Flashing (FM) 

Description 

A flanged metal or raised flashing extends from the panel surface up the 
sides of a square, curbed or round penetration. The surface that rests on or 
under the panel is made of metal with a welded, soldered, or otherwise wa-
tertight seal at transitions. These flashings can be mechanically attached to 
the panel and may require sealant or a membrane of elastomeric seal at 
the outside of the panel flange. The top may or may not be tight against the 
penetration. The top may turn down into a pipe penetration, have a sepa-
rate cap that covers the top, or may rely on an “umbrella” or storm collar 
to keep water from entering at the top of the flashing. The top may also be 
counterflashed by a separate cap or a skylight frame or part of the equip-
ment that is mounted to the top of the curb. 

     

 
Flanged metal and raised curb flashing details (source: NRCA). 
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Severity levels 

Low 

1. Flanged metal and raised curb flashings are rated low-severity as a 
minimum due to the maintenance problems associated with them. 

Medium 

1. Flashing flange on upslope side is mounted on top of panel, bucking 
water, but appears to be watertight 

2. Flashing flange on downslope side is mounted below panel, bucking 
water, but appears to be watertight. 

3. Sealant around umbrella is deteriorating, torn, or deformed, but ap-
pears to be watertight. 

High 

1. Flashing impedes drainage. 
2. Flashing has holes. 
3. Flashing joint has failed and is allowing water to penetrate the roofing 

system. 
4. Flashing flange on upslope side is mounted on top of panel, bucking 

water, and is allowing water to penetrate the roofing system. 
5. Flashing flange on downslope side is mounted below panel, bucking 

water, and is allowing water to penetrate the roofing system. 
6. Flashing has missing seam closure on downslope side.  
7. Flashing flange is open or unsealed. 
8. Top of pipe flashing is open. 
9. Sealant around umbrella is missing or is allowing water to penetrate 

the roofing system. 

Measurement 

Measure the lineal feet of defective flashing. Individual defects shall be 
counted as a minimum of 1 foot. If the distance between defects is less 
than 1 foot, include the length between defects. 

Density 

 Problem Density 100A
B

= ×   
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A = Length of flanged metal or raised curb flashing defects (ft). 
B = Total length of roof section perimeter and metal curb flashings (ft). 

Note: The problem density is calculated for each observed severity level.  

FM reference photographs 

  

FM-M-1: Flashing flange on upslope side is mounted on 
top of panel, bucking water, but appears to be water-
tight. 

FM-H-1: Flashing impedes drainage. 

  

FM-H-2: Flashing has holes. FM-H-5: Flashing flange on downslope side is mounted 
below panel, bucking water, and is allowing water to 
penetrate the roofing system. 
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FM-H-7: Flashing flange is open or unsealed. FM-H-9: Sealant around umbrella is missing or is allow-
ing water to penetrate the roofing system. 
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Ancillary Flashing (AF) 

Description  

Ancillary flashing includes counterflashing; any sheet metal coping cap or 
elastomeric bellows expansion joint cover that serves as part of the 
counterflashing; or cover over a detail such as an equipment curb or ter-
mination flashing. Ancillary flashing protects the top termination of the 
vertical flashing and sheds water away from it. Properly lapped exterior 
siding or cladding can perform the function of ancillary metal flashing.  

Note: Fasteners that do not penetrate the roof panel that is part of the 
flashing component are treated as a flashing fastener distress. If they do 
penetrate the roof panel, they are considered a panel fastener distress. 

     

 
Ancillary flashing details (source: NRCA). 
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Severity levels 

Low 

1. Curb/coping cap flashing is deformed with evidence of water ponding 
at a location that is not adjacent to a lap or seam; or counterflashing is 
deformed but still functioning. 

2. Elastomeric bellows expansion joint cover is used. 

Medium 

1. Ancillary flashing has holes on a vertical surface. 
2. Curb/coping cap has unflashed or improperly flashed penetration pass-

ing through, but appears to be watertight. 

High 

1. Ancillary flashing has holes through it or severe deterioration on a hor-
izontal surface. 

2. Ancillary flashing is missing or deformed; or there is evidence of water 
ponding at a lap or seam. 

3. Ancillary flashing is displaced.  
4. Ancillary flashing has a failed soldered joint, an open joint, a butt joint, 

or joint covers missing from where originally installed.  
5. Ancillary flashing has joints that are bucking water. 
6. Sealant at reglet, top of counterflashing, or sealed joint is missing or no 

longer functioning. 
7. Counterflashing, exterior siding, or cladding does not extend over top 

of transition flashing where originally installed or required. 
8. Curb/coping cap has unflashed or improperly flashed penetration pass-

ing through it that is allowing water to penetrate the roofing system. 
9. Top of transition flashing is not properly counterflashed or terminated. 

Measurement  

For L-1, M-1, H-1, H-4, H-6, and H-9 defects, measure the lineal feet of de-
fective flashing. Individual defects shall be counted as a minimum of 1 
foot. If the distance between defects is less than 1 foot, include the length 
between defects. 

For L-2, M-2, H-2, H-3, H-5, H-7, and H-8 defects, count the entire length 
of each defective flashing piece (typically 10 feet). 
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Density 

 Problem Density 100A
B

= ×   

A = Length of ancillary flashing defects (ft). 
B = Total length of roof section perimeter and metal curb flashings (ft). 

Note: The problem density is calculated for each observed severity level.  

AF reference photographs 

  

AF-H-6: Sealant at reglet, top of counterflashing, or 
sealed joint is missing or no longer functioning. 

AF-H-9: Top of transition flashing is not properly 
counterflashed or terminated. 
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Flashing Patch (FR) 

Description  

Post-construction application of material applied to the flashing metal that 
is intended as a repair. Topical application of sealant is an example of a 
flashing patch. Random application of sealant that is not performing a wa-
terproofing function is not considered as patching. Patches in the valley 
flashings shall be considered as valley flashing defects and not flashing 
patch defects. 

Note: A flashing fastener that has a sealant repair is counted as a flash-
ing fastener distress. 

Severity levels 

Low 

1. Flashing patch appears to be watertight and does not require a more 
permanent repair. 

Medium 

1. Flashing patch that appears to be watertight, but requires a more per-
manent repair. 

High  

1. Flashing patch is allowing water to penetrate the roofing system. 

Measurement 

Measure the lineal feet of flashing component that is patched. 

When large quantities of this problem are present, especially on large 
roofs, the representative sampling technique can be used. 

Density 

 Problem Density 100A
B

= ×   

A = Length of patched flashing component (ft). 
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B = Total length of roof section perimeter and metal curb flashings (ft). 

Note: The problem density is calculated for each observed severity level.  

FR reference photographs 

  

FR-L-1: Flashing patch appears to be performing a wa-
terproofing function and appears to be watertight and 
does not require a more permanent repair. 

FR-M-1: Flashing patch, which appears to be performing 
a waterproofing function, appears to be watertight but 
requires a more permanent repair. 

  

FR-M-1: Flashing patch, which appears to be performing 
a waterproofing function, appears to be watertight but 
requires a more permanent repair. 

FR-M-1: Flashing patch, which appears to be performing 
a waterproofing function, appears to be watertight but 
requires a more permanent repair. 
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FR-H-1: Flashing patch is allowing water to penetrate the 
roofing system. 

FR-H-1: Flashing patch is allowing water to penetrate the 
roofing system. 
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5 Metal Panel Distresses 
Section-Wide Surface Deterioration (SW)  

Description 

Degradation of factory-applied finish on the panel, such as colored paint, 
clear coat, anodized finish; degradation of the field-applied coating; or 
metal corrosion. This defect should be used to characterize an entire roof 
section. For localized areas of surface deterioration, use the Localized Sur-
face Deterioration distress.  

Severity levels 

Low 

1. Applied finish exhibits chalking, fading, or scratching over the entire 
roof section, but underlying corrosion is not apparent. 

Medium 

1. Base metal or applied finish exhibits chalking, fading, or scratching 
over the entire roof section, requiring a coating or surface treatment 
repair. 

High 

1. Base metal exhibits corrosion over the entire roof section, requiring a 
roof replacement. 

Measurement 

By definition, count the square feet of the entire area of the roof section. 

Density 

By definition, count the entire area of the roof section. 
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SW reference photographs 

  

SW-L-1: Applied finish exhibits chalking, fading, or 
scratching over the entire roof section, but underlying 
corrosion is not apparent. 

SW-M-1: Base metal or applied finish exhibits chalking, 
fading, or scratching over the entire roof section, requir-
ing a coating or surface treatment repair. 

  

SW-M-1: Base metal or applied finish exhibits chalking, 
fading, or scratching over the entire roof section, requir-
ing a coating or surface treatment repair. 

SW-H-1: Base metal exhibits corrosion over the entire 
roof section requiring a roof replacement. 
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Localized Surface Deterioration (SD) 

Description 

Degradation of factory-applied finish on the panel, such as colored paint, 
clear coat, anodized finish; degradation of the field-applied coating; or 
metal corrosion  

Severity levels 

Medium 

1. Localized loss of applied finish or localized metal corrosion. 
2. Metal panel finish exhibits degradation caused by grease, solvent, or oil 

drippings. 

High 

1. For panel system that has mechanically interlocked seams, panel has 
corrosion holes that require localized repair. 

2. Metal panel finish exhibits degradation caused by grease, solvent or oil 
drippings that require panel replacement. 

Note: Once any panel has a distress that requires panel replacement, do 
not count other distresses on that same panel.  

Note: Due to mechanical seaming, mechanically interlocked panels are 
typically difficult to replace, and localized repairs would likely be made 
in lieu of panel replacement. 

Measurement 

For M-1, M-2, and H-1 defects, measure the square feet of defective panel 
area. 

For H-2 defect, measure the square feet of each entire defective panel. 
(Repair requires replacement of the entire panel.) 

When large quantities of this problem are present, especially on large 
roofs, the representative sampling technique can be used. 
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Density 

 Problem Density 100A
B

= ×   

A = Area of surface deterioration or area of defective panels (sq ft). 
B = Total area of roof section being rated (sq ft). 

Note: The problem density is calculated for each observed severity level.  

SD reference photographs 

  

SD-M-1: Localized loss of applied finish or localized met-
al corrosion. 

SD-M-1: Localized loss of applied finish or localized met-
al corrosion. 

 

 SD-H-1: For panel system that has mechanically inter-
locked seams, panel has corrosion holes that require lo-
calized repair . 

. 
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Panel Fastener Defect (PF) 

Description 

This defect pertains to fasteners that penetrate any part of the panel. Fas-
teners can be screws that may have gaskets and/or washers, or various 
types of rivets and nails. All fasteners with the fastener head or washer 
against flashing metal and the fastener not penetrating the panel are ac-
counted for as flashing fastener distress. 

Severity levels 

Medium 

1. Fastener has no flexible gasket (where one was originally installed) or 
has a flexible gasket that is deteriorating but appears to be watertight; 
or fastener is corroded, improperly seated, or has a sealant repair but 
appears to be watertight. 

High 

1. Fastener, flexible gasket (where one was originally installed) and/or 
metal washer is loose, deteriorated, or missing; allowing water to pene-
trate the roofing system; or fastener has an enlarged hole that is allow-
ing water to penetrate the roofing system. 

Measurement 

Count the total number of defective fasteners. 

Density 

 Problem Density 100A
B

= ×   

A = Number of defective fasteners (count) for separate cap, integral cap, 
and mechanically interlocked seam systems. 

B = Total area of roof section being rated (sq ft). 

For lap seam systems 

B = Total number of panel fasteners (count). 
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Note: The problem density is calculated for each observed severity level. 

PF reference photographs 

  

PF-M-1: Fastener has no flexible gasket (where one was 
originally installed) or has a flexible gasket that is deteri-
orating but appears to be watertight; or fastener is cor-
roded, improperly seated, or has a sealant repair but 
appears to be watertight. 

PF-H-1: Fastener, flexible gasket (where one was original-
ly installed) and/or metal washer is loose, deteriorated 
or missing; allowing water to penetrate the roofing sys-
tem; or fastener has an enlarged hole that is allowing 
water to penetrate the roofing system. 
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Damaged Panel (DP) 

Description 

Dented deformed or kinked panel; or holes, splits, or tears in the panel. 

Note: Oil canning of the panel is not considered a defect because it is 
primarily an aesthetic issue and does not require repair. 

Severity levels 

Low 

1. Panel is dented, deformed, or kinked with no deformation of the seam, 
no loss of coating, and no corrosion; appears to be watertight. 

Medium 

1. Panel is dented, deformed or kinked, allowing ponding water and/or 
corrosion. 

High 

1. For panel system that has mechanically interlocked seams, panel has 
holes, splits, or tears that require localized repairs. 

2. For panel system that does not have mechanically interlocked seams, 
panel has holes, splits, or tears that require panel replacement. 

Note: Once any panel has a distress that requires panel replacement, do 
not count other distresses on that same panel.  

Note: Due to mechanical seaming, mechanically interlocked panels are 
typically difficult to replace, and localized repairs would likely be made 
in lieu of panel replacement. 

Measurement 

For L-1, M-1, and H-1 defects, measure the square feet of affected panel 
area. If the distance between holes, splits, or tears are less than 1 ft, count 
them as one defect. 

For H-2 defect, measure surface area of each entire distressed panel. (Re-
pair requires replacement of entire panel.) 
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Density 

 Problem Density 100A
B

= ×   

A = Area of damaged panel or area of defective panels (sq ft). 
B = Total area of roof section being rated (sq ft). 

Note: The problem density is calculated for each observed severity level. 

DP reference photographs 

  

DP-L-1: Panel is dented, deformed, or kinked with no de-
formation of the seam, no loss of coating, and no corro-
sion; and appears to be watertight. 

DP-M-1: Panel is dented, deformed or kinked, allowing 
ponding water and/or corrosion. 

  

DP-H-1: For panel system that has mechanically inter-
locked seams, panel has holes, splits, or tears that re-
quire localized repairs. 

DP-H-2: For panel system that does not have mechani-
cally interlocked seams; panel has holes, splits, or tears 
that require panel replacement. 
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Displaced Panel (DL) 

Description 

Displaced or missing panels. 

Severity levels 

High 

1. Panel is loose or displaced and requires repositioning and re-
securement. 

2. Panel is missing and requires replacement. 

Note: Once any panel has a distress that requires panel replacement, do 
not count other distresses on that same panel.  

Measurement 

Measure the square feet of the area of each entire distressed panel. 

Density 

 Problem Density 100A
B

= ×   

A = Area of displaced panels (sq ft). 
B = Total area of roof section being rated (sq ft). 

Note: The problem density is calculated for each observed severity level. 

DL reference photograph 

 

 DL-H-2: Panel is missing and requires replacement. . 
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Panel Patch (PA) 

Description  

Post-construction application of material applied to the metal panel that is 
intended as a repair. Topical application of sealant that is not performing a 
waterproofing function is not considered a panel patch. Random applica-
tion of sealant is not considered as patching. 

Note: A replacement panel with the same profile, same materials, and 
same construction as the existing metal panel system is not considered a 
panel patch. 

Note: A fastener that penetrates a panel that has sealant repair is count-
ed as a panel fastener distress. 

Severity levels 

Low 

1. Panel patch appears to be watertight, and does not require a more 
permanent repair. 

Medium  

1. Panel patch appears to be watertight and requires a more permanent 
repair. 

High  

1. Panel patch is allowing water to penetrate the roofing system. 

Measurement  

Measure the square feet of the panel patch. 

When large quantities of this problem are present, especially on large 
roofs, a representative sampling technique can be used. 

Density 

 Problem Density 100A
B

= ×   
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A = Area of patching (sq ft). 
B = Total area of roof section being rated (sq ft). 

Note: The problem density is calculated for each observed severity level. 

PA reference photographs 

  

PA-L-1: Panel patch appears to be performing a water-
proofing function, appears to be watertight, and does 
not require a more permanent repair. 

PA-H-1: Panel patch is allowing water to penetrate the 
roofing system. 
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Debris and Vegetation (DV) 

Description 

The accumulation of debris on the roof including foreign objects, vegeta-
tion that is growing on the roof, or grease, solvent or oil that is on the sur-
face of the roof. Algae growth and related staining that does not affect the 
finish is not considered a defect because it does not affect performance, 
and is primarily an aesthetic problem. 

Note: Grease, solvent, or oil drippings that have caused deterioration of 
the metal panel finish are considered to be panel surface deterioration 
defects. 

Severity levels 

Medium 

1. A collection of foreign objects or vegetation not removed from the roof 
during the inspection; or grease, solvent, or oil drippings on the roof 
that cause no degradation of the panel’s applied finish. 

2. Evidence of tree branches making contact with the roofing system. 

Measurement 

Measure the square feet of the affected area. Each isolated case of debris 
and vegetation of less than 1 sq ft in area should be counted as 1 sq ft. 

Density 

 Problem Density 100A
B

= ×   

A = Area of debris and vegetation (sq ft). 
B = Total area of roof section being rated (sq ft). 

Note: The problem density is calculated for each observed severity level. 
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DV reference photographs 

  

DV-M-1: A collection of foreign objects or vegetation not 
removed from the roof during the inspection; or grease, 
solvent, or oil drippings on the roof that cause no degra-
dation of the panel’s applied finish. 

DV-M-1: A collection of foreign objects or vegetation not 
removed from the roof during the inspection; or grease, 
solvent, or oil drippings on the roof that cause no degra-
dation of the panel’s applied finish. 

 

 DV-M-2: Evidence of tree branches making contact with 
the roofing system. 
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Improper Equipment Supports (EQ) 

Description 

Improper equipment supports can includes pipe, conduit, and mechanical 
equipment supports (wood sleepers, channels, etc.) that are placed directly 
on the roof surface and/or anchored to the roof with penetrating fasteners.  

Note: Equipment supports that are appropriately clamped to the seams 
and not to the flat of the panel are not considered improper equipment 
supports. 

Severity levels 

Low 

1. All improper equipment supports are rated low severity as a minimum 
due to the maintenance problems associated with them. 

Medium 

1. The equipment support is bolted or fastened through the metal panel 
seam flashing and the bolt(s) appear to be sealed and watertight. 

2. The equipment support has caused damage to surrounding panels but 
appears to be watertight. 

High 

1. The equipment support is bolted or fastened through the metal panel 
seams or flashing and allowing water to penetrate the roofing system. 

2. The equipment support has caused damage to surrounding panels and 
is allowing water to penetrate the roofing system. 

Measurement 

Measure square feet of each improper equipment support. The minimum 
dimension for length and width of a support shall be 1 ft. 

Density 

 Problem Density 100A
B

= ×   
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A = Area of improper equipment supports (sq ft). 
B = Total area of roof section being rated (sq ft). 

Note: The problem density is calculated for each observed severity level. 

EQ reference photographs 

  

EQ-L-1: All improper equipment supports are rated low 
severity as a minimum due to the maintenance problems 
associated with them. 

EQ-L-1: All improper equipment supports are rated low 
severity as a minimum due to the maintenance problems 
associated with them. 

  

EQ-H-1: The equipment support is bolted or fastened 
through the metal panel seams or flashing and allowing 
water to penetrate the roofing system. 

EQ-H-1: The equipment support is bolted or fastened 
through the metal panel seams or flashing and allowing 
water to penetrate the roofing system. 
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EQ-H-2: The equipment support has caused damage to 
surrounding panels and is allowing water to penetrate 
the roofing system. 
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Mechanically Interlocked Seam Defect (MS) 

Description  

For mechanically interlocked seams, the seam is damaged or has become 
disengaged. 

Severity levels 

Low 

1. Seam is deformed or flattened but appears to be watertight. 

High  

1. Seam is open or allowing water to penetrate the roofing system; or 
seam is disengaged. 

Measurement 

Measure the lineal feet of defective seam. 

Density 

 Problem Density 100A
B

= ×   

A = Length of defective seams (lf). 
B = Total area of roof section being rated (sq ft). 
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MS reference photographs 

  

MS-L-1: Seam is deformed or flattened but appears to be 
watertight. 

MS-L-1: Seam is deformed or flattened but appears to be 
watertight. 

  

MS-H-1: Seam is open or allowing water to penetrate the 
roofing system; or seam is disengaged. 

MS-H-1: Seam is open or allowing water to penetrate the 
roofing system; or seam is disengaged. 
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Integral Cap Seam Defect (IC) 

Description 

For integral cap seams, the seam is damaged or has become disengaged. 

Severity levels 

Low 

1. Seam is deformed or flattened, but still engaged and appears to be wa-
tertight. 

High  

1. Seam is disengaged and requires localized repair. 
2. Seam is disengaged due to panel deformation and requires panel re-

placement. 

Note: Once any panel has a distress that requires panel replacement, do 
not count other distresses on that same panel. 

Measurement 

For L-1 and H-1 defects, measure the lineal feet of defective seams. If the 
distance between defects is less than 1 foot, include the length between de-
fects 

For H-2 defect, measure the square feet of the entire area of the affected 
panel. (Repair requires replacement of entire panel.) 

Density 

 Problem Density 100A
B

= ×   

A = Length of defective seams (lf) or area of defective panels (sq ft). 
B = Total area of roof section being rated (sq ft). 

Note: The problem density is calculated for each observed severity level. 
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Separate Cap Seam Defect (SC) 

Description 

For separate cap seam, the seam is deformed, flattened, has not been suffi-
ciently locked to cleat, or has become disengaged; or cap is missing. 

Severity levels 

Low 

1. Seam is deformed or flattened, but still engaged and appears to be wa-
tertight. 

High 

1. Seam is disengaged, requiring localized repair. 
2. Seam is damaged or missing, requiring cap replacement. 
3. Panel is damaged at seam location, requiring panel and cap replace-

ment. 

Note: Once any panel has a distress that requires panel replacement, do 
not count other distresses on that same panel.  

Measurement 

For L-1, H-1 and H-2 defects, measure the lineal feet of defective seams. If 
the distance between defects is less than 1 foot, include the length between 
defects. 

For H-3 defect, measure the square feet of the entire area of both adjacent 
panels. (Repair requires replacement of entire panel.) 

Density 

 Problem Density 100A
B

= ×   

A = Length of defective seams (lf) or area of defective panels (sq ft). 
B = Total area of roof section being rated (sq ft). 

Note: The problem density is calculated for each observed severity level.   
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Lap Seam Defect (LS) 

Description 

Lap seam is open or deformed. 

Severity levels 

High 

1. Seam is open with no panel deformation, requiring localized repair. 
2. Seam is open due to panel deformation, requiring panel replacement. 

Note: Once any panel has a distress that requires panel replacement, do 
not count other distresses on that same panel.  

Note: If seam is open due to misalignment of the panel, the defect should 
be counted as a displaced panel. 

Measurement  

For H-1 defect, measure the lineal feet of defective seams. If the distance 
between defects is less than 1 foot, include the length between defects. 

For H-2 defect, measure the square feet of the entire area of the panels. 
(Repair requires replacement of entire panel.) 

Density 

 Problem Density 100A
B

= ×   

A = Length of defective seams or area of defective panels (sq ft). 
B = Total area of roof section being rated (sq ft). 

Note: The problem density is calculated for each observed severity level. 
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LS reference photographs 

  

LS-H-1: Seam is open with no panel deformation, requir-
ing localized repair. 

LS-H-2: Seam is open due to panel deformation, requir-
ing panel replacement. 
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Transverse Panel Lap Defect (PL) 

Description 

Defects in the panel end laps. Panel laps are transverse seams in the field 
of the panel or at the roof edge. 

Severity levels 

Medium 

1. For cleated end lap, panel is disengaged from the cleat. 
2. End lap joint between panels has failed sealant or open fishmouths. 

High  

1. Transverse panel lap is bucking water. 

Measurement 

Determine the lineal feet of defect by counting the total number of defec-
tive panel end laps and multiplying by the panel width. 

Density 

 Problem Density 100A
B

= ×   

A = Length of defective transverse panel end laps (lf). 
B = total area of roof section being rated (sq ft). 

Note: The problem density is calculated for each observed severity level. 
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PL reference photographs 

 

 PL-M-2: End lap joint between panels has failed sealant 
or open fishmouths. 
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Integrated Skylight Panel Defect (SP) 

Description 

Fiberglass skylights that are integrated into the roofing system. These 
panels typically have the same profile as the main roof panels and are in-
stalled in the same plane as the roof panels (not curbed). Integrated sky-
light panels are most often found in lap seam metal panel systems. Note 
that raised prefabricated skylights with curbs should be rated as flanged 
metal and raised curb flashings. 

Note: These skylight panels can be very dangerous and should not be 
stepped on regardless of the age or condition of the panels. If no skylight 
cages are in place, enter a comment at visual inspection. 

Severity levels 

Low 

1. Integrated skylight panels are rated low severity as a minimum due to 
their shorter service life as compared to the metal roofing system. 

Medium 

1. Skylight composite material exhibits visible fibers, significant discolor-
ation, or other signs of degradation. 

High 

1. Joint between integrated skylight panel and adjacent metal panel is not 
watertight or is bucking water. 

2. Integrated skylight panel has holes, splits, or tears, allowing water to 
penetrate the roofing system. 

Measurement 

Measure the square feet of the entire area of the integrated skylight panel.  

Density 

 Problem Density 100Ap
B

= ×   
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A = Area of defective integrated skylight panels (sq ft). 
B = Total area of roof section being rated (sq ft). 

Note: The problem density is calculated for each observed severity level. 

SP reference photographs 

  

SP-L-1: Integrated skylight panels are rated low severity 
as a minimum due to their shorter service life as com-
pared to the metal roofing system. 

SP-M-1: Skylight composite material exhibits visible fi-
bers, significant discoloration or other signs of degrada-
tion. 
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Appendix A: Deduct Value Curves 
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Corrected Deduct Values for Flashing. 
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Corrected Deduct Values for Panels. 
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Appendix B: Condition Index Calculation 
Methodology 

The panel and flashing condition indexes and the overall roof condition 
index are computed by the web-based ROOFER application once the visu-
al inspection data is entered into the database. To understand the condi-
tion index concept and methodology used in the calculations, the manual 
calculation process is described below. 

Determine deduct values 

Use information from the Roof Inspection Worksheet to complete the 
heading section of the Roof Section Rating Form. Transfer the quantities 
for each combination of distress type and severity level from the complet-
ed Roof Inspection Worksheet to the Roof Section Rating Form (see Fig-
ure B1 for the inspection data used for the presented example calculation). 
Flashing distresses are tabulated on the left side of the page and panel dis-
tresses on the right. Total the quantities for each severity of each distress, 
calculate each density using the equations in Chapters 4 and 5, and deter-
mine deduct values (DV) from the Deduct Value Curves in Appendix A. 
See Figure B2 for the completed Roof Section Rating Form using the ex-
ample data. 

Determine corrected deduct values 

Tabulate flashing deduct values in descending order as shown below using 
the data obtained from Figure B1. Determine the sums of flashing deduct 
values (∑DV) and the number of distresses with deduct values greater than 
1 (q), then use these two values and the appropriate graph in Appendix A 
to determine corrected deduct values (CDV) for the flashing distresses. 
Circle the maximum value of CDV as shown. 
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DV ∑DV q CDVflashing 

14 14 1 14 

6 20 2 13 

2 22 3 13 

    

 
For this example the Maximum CDVflashing = 14. 

Repeat this process using the appropriate graph in Appendix A to deter-
mine the maximum corrected deduct value for the panels. 

DV ∑DV q CDVpanels 

15 15 1 15 

7 22 2 15 

7 29 3 17 

2 31 4 16 

    

 

For this example the Maximum CDVpanel = 17 

Compute flashing and panel condition indexes 

Calculate flashing and panel condition indexes using the following equa-
tions: 

    FCI = 100 - Max. CDVflashing 
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    PCI = 100 - Max. CDVpanels 

For this data, FCI = 86 and PCI = 83. Using Figure B3, determine the cor-
responding descriptive condition ratings for both the flashing and panel 
components.  

Compute roof condition index 

Each individual index (FCI, PCI) reflects the component's ability to pro-
vide its intended service and indicates MRR needs. Since the components 
must interact to function as a roof system, they are dependent on each 
other. The indexes, in total, provide an assessment of the condition of an 
metal panel roof section. By combining these indexes, a roof condition in-
dex (RCI) can be calculated. This single index is useful for evaluating the 
overall condition of a roof section and for comparing conditions between 
roof sections. The RCI allows the user to rank individual roof sections in 
accordance with their ability to perform. 

This relationship is defined by the following equation:  

 RCI = (0.7 x lowest condition index) +(0.3 x remaining condition index) [Eq 6] 

The above equation give the greatest weight to the component with the 
lowest condition index and then modify it by adding "value" from the re-
maining index. 

The following example illustrates how this relationship works: 

Example: FCI = 88; PCI = 91 

  RCI = (0.7 x 88) + (0.3 x 91) 

    = 62 + 27 

    = 89 

A completed RCI Calculation Sheet is shown in Figure B4. 
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B 3. 
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B 4. 
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Appendix C: Blank Worksheets 

The following pages contain facsimiles of all blank worksheets needed by 
an inspector performing a ROOFER steel panel roof evaluation. Photocopy 
them for use in the field. 

Included at the end of the appendix is a field reference guide for flashing 
and panel distresses. 
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• 
iOUI LDING IDENTIFI CA.TI ON SHEET I AGENCY I INST . NO.: I I I 

I I I 
DATE : I I AGENCY I I NST .: 

BUILDING NAME : 

BUILDING NUMBER : 
DESIGN ~-TEGORY CODE : 

I 
I I I I I 

TYPE CONST • : 
FACILITY NUMBER : I I I I I I I I 

LOCATION : 

USE : I YEAR BUILT : 

ROOF SECTIONS : 

A SF F SF K SF p SF 
B SF G SF L SF Q SF 
c SF H SF M SF R SF 
D SF I SF N SF s SF 
E SF J SF 0 SF T SF 

REMARKS: 

BUILDING ROOF PLAN SCALE : 
-
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I ROOF SECT I ON IDENT IFICATION I AGENCY/INST.: I 
DATE: I I BLDG NO: I SECTION I D: I AREA: SF 

OCCUPANCY: YEAR ORIG. CONST.: YEAR LAST REPLACED: 

110 GENERAL I 

I ~~ TYPE : 

I ACCESS : 

1 20 STRUCTURAL FRAME I 
2 1 TYPE : 

130 ROOF DECK I 
31 STRUCTURAL DECK : 

32 ATTACHl1ENT SURFACE : 33 SLOPE : 3~ DRAINAGE : 

IN 12 

1 40 UNDERLAYMENT I 
H TYPE : 

150 ROOF COVERING I 
5 1 TYPE : 

52 BASE !1ETAL : 

53 PANEL F INISH : 

5~ PANEL ATTACHl1ENT : 

60 F LASHINGS 

61 TYPES : 62 ACCESSORI ES : 63 OVERLAY: Y /N/ UNKNOWN 

# OF LAYERS --

170 REMARKS: I 
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ROOF SECTION IDENTIFICATION WORKSHEET I AGENCY/INST.: 

DATE: I I BLDG. NO.: I SECTION I D: AREA: SF 

OCCUPANCY: I YEAR ORIG. CONST.: YEAR LAST REPLACED: ---
1 1.0 GENERAL I 

1.1 TYPE (check all): 

GABLE GA!1BREL BA.'tREL - - -HIP SHED RADIUS PANEL - - -HANSARD D0!1E OTHER - - -

1.2 ACCESS (check one): 

INTERNAL LADDER EXTERNAL LADDER PENTHOUSE -
Permane nt Perman e nt ACCESSED FROH ADJ . -- - SECTION (Sec. ID __ ) 

- Temporary - Temporary 
OTHER 

1 20 STRUCTURAL FRAME I 
21 TYPE (check one): 

STEEL CONCRETE SPEC IAL 
Beams, Gi rders, Cols 

Beams Dome -
Long Sp Deck, Beams - -- Fl at Sl ab Space Fr ame 
Tru sses - -- Bar Joists wit h WOOD OTHER -

Beams & Cols . -
Lami nated Beams Bar Joists wit h - UNKNOWN - Trusses Bearing Wa lls - -
Joi sts Bar Joists wit h -- Pane l s 

Combination -

1 30 ROOF DECK I 
31 STRUCTURAL DECK (check one): 

NONC0!1BUSTIBLE C0!1BUSTIBLE 

STEEL - WOOD BOARDS OTHER - -CONCRETE, STD 
Pr ecast PLYWOOD UNKNOWN - - -
Cast- in-Pl ace - WOOD FIBER NONE - -

- GYPSU!1, PRECAST 

- CONCRETE, LWT . 
PRECAST 

CEHENT FIBER 
Bulb- Tees -

- Clipped 
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32 ATTACHMENT SURFACE (i f applicabl e ) : 

WOOD DECK WOOD BATTENS OTfiER - -
OSB Pane l s WOOD FRA!1ING - -Plywood Pan e l s !1ETAL PURL INS UNKNOWN - - -
Pl an ks -
Boards 

33 
SLOPE (primary) : I N 12 (1/8" inc rements up t o 1" : "" inc rements 
the r eaft .e r) 

34 DRAINAGE (check all) : 

ROOF EDGE SCUPPERS I NTERIOR GUTTERS - - -
GUTTERS & SCUPPERS WI LEADER INTERIOR DRAINS - - -

DOWNSPOUTS & DOWNSPOUTS 
OVERFLOW SCUPPERS OTHER - -

140 UNDERLAYMENT I 
41 TYPE(check all) : 

ASPHALT SATURATED OTHER - -
UNKNOWN 

SHEET NONE -- HIGH PERFOR!1ANCE 
FULLY- ADHERED I CE -- NON- ASPHALT 

& WATER PROTECTION 
SLI P SHEET 

!1El1BRANE 

150 ROOF COVERING I 
51 TYPE (check o ne ) : 

HETAL PANEL - STANDING SEA!1 
HETAL PANEL LAP SEA!1 -

SEPARATE CAP 
Sna p- o n FLAT SOLDERED SEA!1 - -
Batten -
T- St.yle HETAL PANEL SH INGLE - -

HECHANI CALLY INTERLOCKED OTHER -
Double l ock seam -

- Singl e l ock seam 

INTEGRAL CAP 

- Sna p l ock 

- Integra l batten 

- Integra l s tand ing seam 

• 
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ROOF INSPECTION WORKSHEET 
I AGENCY/ INSTALLATION : 

BUILDI NG 
FIJI.Sf!ED PE.RIMETE.R Dli_TE 
CURB FLl'.SHINGS 

SECTION 
THRU Pl'~L Fl'.STENERS 

NAME 

Flash Fas~ener (FF) Headw-all Tran (Hl' ) Sec- Wide Oe't ( S"W) 
Flash Surf Oe't (FD) Sid ewall Tran (ST ) Loc Surf Oe't ( SD) Mech I n't Sean (MS ) 
Panel Closure (PC) Roof 'to Wall ( RiO ) Panel Fas'ten ( PF) In't Cap Seam (IC) 

00 ,.. ,.. 
Eav e Fl (EA) In't Gu't'ters (I G ) Damage Panel ( DP) Sep Cap Seam (SC) 00 E- E-
Rake Edge Fl (RE) Flex Boo't (FB ) Displ Panel ( DL) Lap Seam (LSI ~ - t) "' !< Ridge Hip (CP Flanged 1-ie'tal (El-l) Panel Pa 'tch ( PA) Tran Panel La.p (PL) ... 5 ~ 

~ ... < 
Valley Fl (VF ) Ancillary Fl (AF) Debris & Veg (DV) Skyligh't Panel (SP) 0 - t=" ~ "' Flash Pa'tch (FR) Equ Suppon ( EQ) - 0 ~ a 

NORTH 

SCALE: 
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ROOF SECTION RATING FORM 

BUILDING SECTION DATE CALC. BY 

FLASHED PERIMETER FT 
CURB FLASHINGS FT THRU Pl\NEL FASTENERS --- AREA SQ FT CHKD. BY 

TOTAL FT 

FLASHING PANEL 

DISTRESS TYPES DISTRESS TYPES 
FF - Flashing Fas~ener HT - Headwall Iran s;; -Se~ion Wide De~ 
FD - Flas h Surface De< ST - Sidewall Tran SD - Localized Surf De< MS -+tech In~erl Seam 
PC - Panel Closure RW - Roof t.o Wall Iran PF - Panel Fas'tener IC - In'tegral Cap Seam 
EA - Eave Flas hing IG - Buile- in Gu't'ters DP - Datt.a.ged Panel sc - Separa'te Cap Seam 
RE - Rake Edge Flas hing FB - Flexible Boo't DL - Displaced Panel LS - Lap Seam 
CP - Ridge Hip Flas hing FM - Flanged Me'tal/ Curb PA - Panel Pa'tch PL - Iran Panel Lap 
VF - Valley Flashing AF -Ancillary Flas hing DV - Debris & Vege'ta'tion SP - Skyli.gh't Panel 

FR - Flas hing Pa'tch EQ - Equipmen't Suppon 

DIS SEV QUAN!ITIES TOT DEN DV DIS SEV QUAN!ITIES TOT DEN DV 

CORRECTED DEDUCT 1/liLUE (CDV) CORRECTED DEDUCT 1/liLUE (CDV) 

FCI = 100 - CDV = PCI = 100 - CDV = 

FIJI.SHING RATING SHINGLE RATING 
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I RCI CALCULATION SHEET II AGENCY I INST . : 

I DATE : I I II BLDG NO : II SECTION ID: II AREA : SF 

ROOF SECTION WITH !1ETAL PANEL ROOF ING 

VALUE LOWEST OTHER 

PC! 

FC I 

X 0 . 7 0 X 0 . 30 

(A) (B) 

(A+B) 

RCI 

RATINGS 
8 6 - 100 EXCELLENT 

71 - 8 5 VERY GOOD 

56 - 7 0 GOOD 

H - 55 FAIR 

26 - ~0 POOR 

11 - 25 VERY POOR 

0 - 10 FAILED 
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Flashing and Panel Distress Field Reference Card 

 

•LA::>HIN(.; FlASHING OISTRESSES !cootinuo<l) 
I» M ~e~~:d9 :, ~:.·~o::,~;~=~ b~i is m.enioht ' co«oooo. ompropeny 

AF L 1 curt)lcoping cepflas.hll"'g 1$ defOti"Md wrth pondtng at a location noc i:ldJacent 

Flashng Fasceners to a lap or seam: or counterf1ash1no is deformed 
IFF H roste~e< or flexible, ~~'::,':,~,e l oc missing or enle<ged hOle. AF L 2 elastomeuc bellows e:x:panston 'Oint cover ex1SIS 

AF M 1 nolo! on a vcrt1c8 ~urraco 

AF M 2 :~~:or mpropif?t nasned penetranon passang throu~ it but is 

IPC M 1 se8m cap does noc fit prop.,>{ AF H 1 holes or severe Claleuoralion on a norlzontal sulfoce 

Panel CIO$Ur$ IPC H non-mold P."';~~ ~':,":,~. defocmed. m~Sa)gnO<I. ~"'"""" v• , ,,. .. ,.; AF H 2 miSsno or ooronnecl: « poncllnq at a I® Of seam 

AncilafY Flashmg AF H 3 <11s ace<J 

I"" H ~~':::.::•' ciOSUro IS doliO<mO<I. m~augnoo. oc mossing; '"'"""'g W.llor to AF H 4 fa1lod soldered Olflt, an opon ·oint, a bull nt. or m1ssm 01m covors 
AF H 5 ints tht1t 81e buckmQ wat&l 
AF H 6 swalent et riglet. top of count~rti&Sh1ng or s•altdJOitlf •s ms51ng Ot no 

lonqer functiotung 

Eave FJaShong AF H 7 countGI'flastung, oxtOOOC' sidng, or cladding doG'S not &XIond tNGr top of 
transtoo tlastuno 

opon JOontS 0< bull jOrnlS AF' H 6 wrblooping cep has unflashed or in'flropirt(flashid penetratiOI'II)EISsing 
_!i tt'lrou~ 11 tl'lat tS eiiOWI"g water h> p~inetrate 
M ~:~::~aced bill waterbgnt ana ooos AF H to 01 tranSition ilashln IS n01. r M countMU!sMd « u~rm'"ated 

FR L 1 patch appMr~ to be toM watorugtlt and does nOl recp.ure a ponnanonr 
repa1r 

Rake Edge Flashing IRE H =~~!,'f!~:O. trii$$ing and os ellowong W$1., to penev111e an<Vor Flashmg Patch FR M 1 patCh appears lOb$ water!l_,l and does • eCJ.~ue 8 more permanent •epait 

I FR H 1 ChIS aiiOW!n Watet tO nrtrato 

~VY L :~::'.'~~~~~ngorscretenongcweomeenuo e rO<ll M ctr.ongogod but is watoniS)ht 
;pH holes 

Ridge Cec>. H~ Cep 
H :'n~~Z~ 

0100 01~ sO.m l Ollowong ""'"'to penet""•· oo ..,Kiene• 01 
Sud~~"~;:,'!toon SVY M =::f~~c:::''~,!::;~h0 a ~f19Jir . : lotfrng or ..:rotcn~g oveo the 

:;E' )"! fll~SKlg 

CP H iorus ltlal era bucklnn water SW H ~o~c~~=~:<hil>ts cocrosion ewer lh• ent•• rocl wctoon, rtqu<ong e rool 

I VF patcl\ is w"'Might SOM penellrnM I «•~<od by Q108SO, Solvent Or 011 OOPPinO' 
IVF M :::: .. -~~~;d.;d~ lf!¥lroperl{ , .. ted, or :.=~o~: watontgnt; or LocaraOd Sunaco . pene1 nas corrosion n01os. rt quwong ooc,.oto Oot(lriiOraDon >UH ;:.~:"' IVF H ~";:;~ ~~!~~=-~~~!~r nas an enlarge; ~~ossong ""drs anOWYtg Vdlf¥1 Hashing SOH panelfinrSh 1 caused by greese. SOlvent or 001 tlrippongs 
IVF H notes 

H ooen IOonts oc bulltOill. or iOints that are bucklna woter >'> M ~~~::;•s mosso~g or oet?_~:~~:ga soaloni~oooi; ~~:~·:~~111 Panol Fastooor 
H Jl<lleh os anowong water to penetreoe or os onapproprillle OoiO<l PF H :·=~~or has lar~oe hole "'"''~~~==~~·::~~~.':,%!i.'"ed or == C>-'L :~":;'c:~~~·.~:~~~":;.;:~";"d ':";.~:.~:;mill"" 01 me seam. no 

Hoadwall Tron5ttlon 
Fla~h1ng 

m~son~ , r d.,ormed and ollow<~g wacor to penwate 
CPM ~~~s~ dented. delormed or kinked. tlllow<~g pondong w'"er and/or 

Domogt<!Pen., C>-'H ~:,~.: ~~:r~~·~:,:;••system. paneo nos nooes. "'" 'or t .. rs. 

Sldew~ TraMtlon ctsenqagod or loose and os ""'"'ng wale< to poneto>te 
CPH ::.~:;::·.:,'.:; ;::::n~stoms. pan" Ms holes. splits or toars that 

F1a~h1ng 
ooen toontl oc b t '"""· 01 '""'" that are budong wer..- O..plact<f Panol 

I;:~~~~~~ ROOIIO PA l :~~ appoars to oe watontgntano ooos not ro>quoro a moro pcnnMont 

• = •s '
1 ll<lt l ,..,.iifi!~tem"'aneorcooungenoiswotenognt Panol Patch PAM Jl<ll<h appears to oe waterto~n and requires a mooe permanent repaor 

6u11t-4n Gutters IIG H ~~;;.~·s~~~-;,~.:;::~·=:lh olastomonc membrane or coaling and has OebnSMd rNM ~n:,c:o.;,r~;~~a=~~~~=n or 
roil df1)pongs 

IIG H ;!,~':' having elostornenc membrane or coating ~or open Vegetation 
m1_M 

!f!t 
EO M ;~;; !:':;t'~~oned through tne meoa1 panel seam '"''"'"9 ano 

IFB M loose. 1 lor ... ,....,Sup';:;""'~" EC M suO<>ort hos coosad dameoe > """"s b<ot is w'"enioht 
Flex•bfe Boot IFB H :.,0:,;~0m~~~:;:•• n01os: or inten•res v.tn e paneo s .. m ana "'owong t;U H ~PPort_ os oo~~~ ~.~:=:• tnrougn tne meOll panetse- or uasnong enc 

FleSI'Iings 
IFB H doformod securement rino that IS allowlng wme< to penotroto EO H ~~:.~"' cousod damagoto su«ounding panels and rs aiiOVMg wator to 
IFB H '"'eo or mossmg seotMl 10ouna j W"'Of'lO [)Mt!UOIO 

lnt~:'::::"am 
IFM M ~:~~,:;:,upSlope Side iS mounted on top or panel. buCking ware<. but rs tC seem os deformed , 1 rteueneo ""' stl engagea . 

Integral cap Seem IC H soarn,. r2songaoeo: 
IFM M ~O,::~~i:t downslOpe sKI• os mount.O below · jW\lter. bulis Oelect IC H seem os ctsengaged dUe to panel derormly; r•<rtHmg panel rQplacement 

I I'M M sealant 'deteri0111lng. torn. or defocmetf. but rs watertoght sc seem iS deformed , r nauened bul stl engaged. and is watenoght 

Soper-:• Cep Seam SC H soarn" tJrsonoaoeo. 

Flanged Metal and OWfect I 

R:8dedCurb :;<; H pene1os oamagoo at · tano 

I=ISSh1n9 
IFM H ~~:r:.: upslopo Side iS mounted on top or panel end e•owongw,.or to Lap Seam D.,oct 

' 
IFM H :~~:,~ oownstopo s<lo" mounted ootow panot ana os 011owng wator to Transverse Panel 

Lap Defect 
IFM H mossn~ s .. m dosuro on oov.nstope Sioo 
lfM H o oruns8810d 

I ....... , or ocner 
Integrated S!¥oght S!Ons or de<trooouon 

PanetOefect SPH jOint botwoen_ skylight panol and edjacont metol pan .. os' .. .,. 
·~""""'~ 

~ _1:1 holes. "'"''or tears: anov.ono water to oanetffile 
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